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PROBLEM

1Food and feed, energy, medicines and genetic resources and a variety of materials fundamental for physical well-being and for maintaining culture.

RATIONALE

Cities drive the global economy, and urban decisions have an impact well beyond city boundaries. Over half of the world’s population now live in 
cities, with numbers expected to double by 2050 (UNHABITAT 2020). By understanding that biodiversity plays a critical role in providing the basic 
needs1 of this population, and of society as a whole, cities emerge with paramount relevance as catalysts or powerhouses for the global effort to 
tackle biodiversity loss and mitigate climate change. The loss of biodiversity is considered among the greatest global risks facing society today and, 
for the �rst time, the natural environment category encompasses the top �ve global risks the world will be facing in the coming year (WEF 2020). 
Previous assessments have assembled information on how urban growth impacts and depends on biodiversity in particular places, but there is still no 
common metrics nor set of core indicators to be harmonized and agreed-upon internationally for such a purpose. 

NEED
To stimulate the potential of cities as catalysts for transformative change.

SOLUTION
A global trusted comprehensive deliverable that will serve as a shared value reference for the overarching challenge of a pro-biodiversity urban growth.

TAKEAWAYS
· Global convening power
· Multi-stakeholder governance
· Cross-sector cooperation
· Community creation
· Insight generation
· Adaptive innovation
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THE MISSION
To stimulate the potential of cities as catalysts for transformative change.

THE PLATFORM
A tool for thought and action where stakeholders interests and needs are suf�ciently 
mainstreamed, thus enabling frequent constructive interaction and information 
exchanges that will lever transformative changes.

THE BOOK
A thoughtful publication guiding re�ection and action for substantial urban 
transformations. A benchmark for the cities of the future, providing an integrated approach 
to measure and monitor links and �ows between cities and biodiversity at all levels.

THE COMMISION
A group of experts committed to develop a roadmap and lay out a comprehensive 
frame of reference for the overarching challenge of a pro-biodiversity urban growth.
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BIODIVERCITIES
CATALYSTS FOR CHANGE

A closer look

Puts biodiversity into the heart of the urban matrix.

Understands its interdependence with nature and plans 
for sustainability against a regional backdrop.

Ensures that citizens value biodiversity and connect 
with nature.

Stimulates nature-based competitiveness.

Is aware of the effects of its consumption patterns on 
biodiversity and planetary health.

Hace posible que la biodiversidad habite en su matriz.

  Entiende sus relaciones con los ecosistemas y se 
plani�ca a escala regional.

 Asegura que el ciudadano valore y se conecte con la 
naturaleza de su ciudad-región.

Genera competitividad desde la naturaleza de su ciudad-región.

 Es consciente de los efectos de sus patrones de consumo 
sobre la biodiversidad y la salud planetaria.
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A Biodivercity is a city that

Una Biodiverciudad es una ciudad que
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